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Abstract
We propose an ef
f
ect
ive f
acial f
eat
ures det
ect
ion
met
hod f
or human–robotint
eract
ion (HRI) wit
h indoor
mobile robot
.In case ofhuman-robotint
eract
ion atmobile robot
,it
s vision syst
em has t
o cope wit
h dif
f
icult
problems such as pose variat
ions,illuminat
ion changes,
and complex backgrounds,which problems mainly arise
f
rom t
he movementofmobile robot
.In t
hispaper
,in order
t
o overcome such problems,we suggesta new f
acial f
eat
ure det
ect
ion approach based on local image region and
directpixel-int
ensit
y dist
ribut
ions.For t
his,we propose
t
wo novel concept
s;t
he direct
ional t
emplat
ef
orevaluat
ing int
ensit
y dist
ribut
ions and t
he edge-like blob map
image wit
h mult
iple st
rengt
h int
ensit
y.Using t
his blob
map image,we show t
hatt
he locat
ions ofmaj
or f
acial
features– two eyesand a mout
h – can be reliably estimat
ed.Wit
houtboundary inf
ormat
ion off
acial area,f
inal
candidat
ef
ace region isdet
ermined by bot
h obt
ained locat
ionsoff
acial f
eat
uresand weight
ed correlat
ionswit
h
st
ored f
acial t
emplat
es.Ourapproach isalso f
lexible t
hat
can be applicable t
o bot
h colorand gray image.In case of
colorimage,all det
ect
ion t
asksofbot
hf
acial f
eat
uresand
face are rapidly achieved by using t
he chromatic property
off
acial color
.Experiment
al result
sf
rom various color
imagesand well-known gray level f
ace dat
abase images
show t
he usef
ulnessofproposed met
hod in HRI applicat
ions.
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age for HRI includes a complex background and a
significant amount ofil
l
umination changes. Third,when
the facialinterface for HRIneeds realtime processing,the
detection must be done in near real
-time in order tol
ocate
the user instantaneousl
y.
To overcome such constraints, we propose a new
method offace and feature detection. First,we wil
lpropose anoveldirectionaltempl
ate for effective estimation
ofthe l
ocations offacialfeatures suchas the twoeyes and
mouth. This templ
ate wil
lbe appl
ied tothe input image to
propose anew edge-l
ike bl
obmap with mul
tipl
e intensity
strengths. This bl
ob map is robust in both facialpose and
some ill
umination changes rel
ativel
y,and it is al
socapabl
e
ofestimating detail
ed l
ocations ofthe facialfeatures even
without rough information on the facial area. Another
merit ofthis approach is that it is independent to whether
input image is col
or or gray image. The effectiveness of
the proposed method is shown in the experiments using
the wel
l
-known gray-l
evel face databases and various
col
or facialimages obtained from camera ofindoor mobil
e robot.

Introduction

The intel
l
igent service robot has emerged as one ofthe
recent trends in the research ofrobotics. One ofthe important functions ofthis service robot is the real
ization of
the Human-Robot Interaction (HRI). The facialimage
interface in HRI(Fig.1),that uses acamera,requires onl
y
the minimalamount ofuser cooperation,and is capabl
e of
acquiring sufficient in-formation to interact with peopl
e.
For this,human detection and their (user’s)face detection
pl
ay avitalrol
e. In this case,first step ofany face processing processes is detecting the l
ocations in images
where faces are present [8],and precise estimation method
offacialfeatures’l
ocations are also needed. This paper
proposes anew detection method offace l
ocation and the
facialfeatures estimation methods that are suitabl
e for
HRI.
Previous face detection researches [1,3,6,9]mostly
use a fixed camera;however,the face detection in HRI
has some difficulties in its embodiment. First,the face in
the acquired image has significant pose variation due to
the robot pl
atform’s mobil
ity. Second,the user’s face im281

Fig. 1Appl
ication ofHuman-robot interaction;face detection system withindoor mobil
e robot
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ProposedM ethod

In this section,we present our method for detecting
face and its feature locations. The overview ofproposed
al
gorithm is shown in Fig.2. One ofthe characteristics of
our method is that this al
gorithm can be adapted to gray
image as wel
las col
or image inputs. According tothe image type,additionalstep for preprocessing facialimage is
included so that facialfeatures can be detected more effectivel
y.

2.
1 Preprocessingfor detectingfacialfeatures
We present anovelapproachthat uses grayintensityof
facialfeatures,irrespective oftheir col
or characteristics.
Two eyes have such an intensity property that the eye region is darker than near facialarea. Ordinary near-eye
region has distinctive shape ofintensity. That is,the width

Gray image
input

clearly showing differences of edge strengths rather than
original blob map image, Fig.4 (b).
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of small darker intensity area of eye is longer than the
height of area; such shape is j
ust similar to horizontal
‘blob’ edge. Near-mouth region also has some darker intensity area like near-eye region. Despite the variety of
mouth’s region size, darker regions of mouth are not generally different from those of eyes. Besides, horizontal
blob edge is more distinct around the mouth region.
Therefore, considering these intensity characteristics of
facial features, we pro-pose the new ‘directional blob
template’ and estimate candidate locations of features.
Template size is determined according to facial area size,
which is intended as appropriate area to detect in this
method, as big as the eye blob region. Width of template is
larger than height like as Fig.3.
At the pixel P( x, y ) in obtained intensity image
(size:W u H ), the center pixel Pcent ( xc , yc ) is defined as
the pixel at which the template is placed. From this pixel
Pcent , average intensity I i (1) of eight-directions of feature template (size: hFF u wFF ) are obtained, and intensity
differences 'I j , between I i
(intensity
and I cent
value of Pcent ), are also found as (2). Example of directional template of facial features is shown in Fig.3. The
intensity value that has most large magnitude of intensity
gradient is defined as principal intensity I Pr (3). Now,
using principal intensity value I Pr , edge-like blob map
with multiple strength intensity is created as follows. For
all locations of pixel P( x, y ) in the entire obtained intensity image, the masking operation with above
directional template is applied to intensity image. Using a
threshold value that is weighted on principal intensity I Pr ,
multiple intensity strength of each pixel in entire image is
determined. For intensity difference 'I j of both sides of
horizontal direction at a pixel P ( x, y ) ; if certain pixel intensity is larger than each weighting thresholds, +1 level
intensity strength is assigned, respectively. From this
process, the entire gray intensity image is converted into
edge-like blob map image that has different 5-level intensity strengths (0, +1, … , +4). Most bright edge-like blob
pixels have its intensity level, +4. Each intensity value of
strength level is defined as 0, 40, 80, 120, and 200.
Fig.4(c) is a negative image of edge-like blob map for
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Fig. 4 Edge-like blob map from original gray image and
its negative image

2.2 Finding all candidate pairs of eyes and estimation of probable locations of mouth
All From above edge-like blob map, eye analogue blob
regions are marked and all probable eye-pair region sets
are selected. The eye-like region has more dark intensity
property than other feature regions i.e. mouth. So, we
choose level +4 edge strength pixels only for candidate
eye pixels. All probable eye-pairs are composed from
above selected eye blobs, and only candidate eye pairs are
selected according to whether facial geometric conditions
could be satisfied. Length of eye pair distance, direction of
eye-pairs, and ratio of two eye regions’ area size are considered as geometric conditions. (Refer to Fig.5)
i) distance condition :d Eye pair (green line)
0.25wFF < d Eye pair  1.5wFF
ii) angular condition :(green line vs. dot line)
&
qd Eye pair < 40 (deg.)
iii) area ratio :(two rectangular bounding box)
A LeftEye A RightEye ; A small Area A large Area ! 0.33

Fig. 5 Facial geometric conditions for Eye-pair blob
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For the case that varying pose of face, if facial bounding area is precisely cut off, this area shape is quite a
variable form of rectangular area. Due to this reason, estimating the location of mouth as well as eye-pair
locations is also needed for detecting precise facial region.
The normalization of this precisely selected facial region
means a fixed standard face image patch, so this can be
effective in increasing the rate of correct face recognition,
for future work.
Due to the variety of mouth feature’s shape, edge
strengths of mouth in edge-like blob map are not sufficiently prominent rather than those of eyes. On the other
hand, the horizontal narrow edge is more distinctive
around mouth region. Therefore, estimation of mouth location is carried out by obtaining multiple probable
locations that have strong and suitable horizontal edges.
And several candidate facial regions are decided by both
pre-obtained eye pairs and above probable locations of
mouth. Summary of the procedures that estimating probable locations of mouth is as follows. (Also refer to Fig. 6)

3

To present more practical results at various facial images, we have constructed three face image test sets and
evaluated our method on these various face image databases. First set is composed at our laboratory, for 10
persons, of pose variant images that view directions of
face are naturally random. For second test set, BioID face
database [14] is adopted. In recent re-searches [11, 13] of
face detection, BioID face database is advantageous for
describing more real environments of world. And this is
also a head and shoulder images in complex backgrounds,
so suits our target task, human-robot interaction. Third set
is constructed for our experiment from the World Wide
Web- internet news photos [16] and the Carnegie Mellon
University (CMU) face images [15]. Some examples of
face and features detection on second test set of BioID
face database are shown at below Fig. 7.
In order to present comparison results with previous
methods, this paper uses relative error measurements in
[13]. The error measurement, d eye , is the estimation error
between the two eyes’ position and their actual positions.
This is defined by (5).

(Step-1) Find the area range of probable mouth locations, considering of location and direction of eye pair vector.
(Step-2) Rotate this area and make intensity histogram by projection to vertical direction.
(Step-3) Select candidate locations of mouth, if the histogram
intensity is higher than predefined threshold.
(Step-4) Choose up to three locations from the bottom (two positions are obtained in Fig.6).

Pos#1
Pos#2

d eye

Table 1 shows face and its feature detection results on
two types of evaluations. One of the evaluation result is
‘face area detection ratio’ (DR) whose error measurement
( d eye =0.25) is adapted as the previous face detection study
[13]. This result includes some errors in locating for facial
features’ positions. The others of result is ‘facial feature
detection ratio’ (FDR), which finds facial features more
exactly than above result. This results adopt d eye =0.1 as
error measurement. Also, the obtained locations of facial
features are shown as a shape of triangle in binary image.
An average required time is also suggested at P4-2.8G PC.
Table 1 shows the results from the three sets of tests performed using such measurements.
Table 1. Detection results for three test sets

From above multiple candidate facial areas that are acquired by eye-pair and mouth location from previous
sections, the final location of face and its features can be
determined. The similarity measure between candidate
area and predefined template of standard face patch is
calculated.
At first, normalized form of candidate facial area are
created for measuring similarity with predefined template.
Variable shape of rectangle of obtained facial area is
scaled to fixed square patch of size 60*60 pixels. Similarity measure between candidate facial areas and standard
face templates is based on basic form of correlation equations (4).

r

FD

I tmpl

r

r

r

The results show that errors in facial features detection
appear in the images that do not clearly show the eyes or
mouths. Such cases mostly occur when the eye is not seen
to be darker than its surroundings, due to glare from
glasses, or when location of mouth area becomes ambiguous due to a beard surrounding it. Additional results
of detection performance that excludes such image cases
are presented for the Second Test Set. In this case, results

E[ I FD I tmpl ] E[ I FD ] E[ I tmpl ]

VVI

(5)

(dl , d r : distance between Cl ,Cr and estimated eye positions)

*Thick arrow - eye pair vector
*Thin arrow - its normal vector
*Dashed box - candidate area
of face from eye and normal
vector lengths
*Dotted box - boundary of
possible locations of mouth
*position #1,
position #2
- candidate
positions of mouth
(over threshold)

2.3 Detection of face region and localization of
facial features

FD , I tmpl

max(d l , d r )
Cl  Cr

(Cl ,Cr : true eye centers in facial image)

Fig. 6 Estimation of probable mouth locations

UI

Experimental results

(4)

( where I FD : obtained facial area, I tmpl : face templates)
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show approximately a 97% of successful face detection
and 94% rate in facial features detection (Table I). In
evaluating the proposed method’s detection performance,
the previous studies [12,13] from face detection executed
on the BioID face database [14] are compared with our
method. In Fig.8, distribution function of correct detection
rates against relative error measure values for test set #2
(BioID database)
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Fig. 7 Some examples of detection results from BioID
database

Fig. 8 Distribution function of correct detection rates for
BioID database
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Conclusion

We have presented a facial feature detection method for
pose-varying face in complex backgrounds image. Using
the intensity characteristics of neighborhood area of main
facial features, a novel directional template and an
edge-like blob map are proposed. With the various
well-known face databases, we also showed that the
pro-posed method can achieve better detection performances compared to previous researches. For its
characteristics of robustly detecting facial features’ locations, our method may be suitable to face recognition and
facial expression recognition applications.
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